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Abstract—LiDAR sensors are almost indispensable for
autonomous robots to perceive the surrounding environ-
ment. However, the transmission of large-scale LiDAR point
clouds is highly bandwidth-intensive, which can easily lead
to transmission problems, especially for unstable commu-
nication networks. Meanwhile, existing LiDAR data com-
pression is mainly based on rate-distortion optimization,
which ignores the semantic information of ordered point
clouds and the task requirements of autonomous robots.
To address these challenges, this article presents a task-
driven Scene-Aware LiDAR Point Clouds Coding (SA-LPCC)
framework for autonomous vehicles. Specifically, a seman-
tic segmentation model is developed based on multidi-
mension information, in which both 2-D texture and 3-D
topology information are fully utilized to segment movable
objects. Furthermore, a prediction-based deep network is
explored to remove the spatial–temporal redundancy. The
experimental results on the benchmark semantic KITTI
dataset validate that our SA-LPCC achieves state-of-the-art
performance in terms of the reconstruction quality and stor-
age space for downstream tasks. We believe that SA-LPCC
jointly considers the scene-aware characteristics of mov-
able objects and removes the spatial–temporal redundancy
from an end-to-end learning mechanism, which will boost
the related applications from algorithm optimization to in-
dustrial products.
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I. INTRODUCTION

L IDAR sensors can directly describe the real world through
point clouds with precise scale measurements and geo-

metric features, which have extensively promoted the sensing
module of autonomous driving and robotics [1]. It has become
an indispensable module for perceiving the external environ-
ment [2]. The remote transmission of large-scale LiDAR point
clouds is time-consuming, especially when the network link is
unstable. Therefore, it is a crucial task to reduce the storage space
and transmission bandwidth of LiDAR data for downstream 3-D
applications [3], [4].

LiDAR data [5] consist of a set of points in the 3-D space, rep-
resented by their coordinates. To provide a more realistic repre-
sentation, each data point can have multiple attributes, including
color, normal vector, and reflectivity. Previously, LiDAR data are
usually represented by a tree structure (e.g., Octree and k-d tree).
For instance, the Octree structure is to recursively divide a point
into eight Octants, in which each internal node has exactly eight
children. In addition, quantization is usually employed to reduce
the storage size. However, this data representation rarely takes
advantage of the fact that LiDAR data are well-geometrically
structured. There is still a lot of redundant information hidden
in this representation, such as repeated local structures, planes,
or objects with strong shapes (e.g., cars and humans).

Recently, deep-learned data compression has become a hot
research topic, which removes redundancy through a compact
feature representation. Some early studies [6], [7] have been
developed for LiDAR data encoding. These methods usually
involve the following steps:

1) encoding data into hidden feature representations via
convolutional neural networks (CNN);

2) quantizing the hidden features;
3) learning an entropy model, which further compresses the

bitstream via the entropy coding.
At present, most deep-learning-based compression algo-

rithms have been developed for dense point clouds, primarily
focusing on eliminating spatial redundancy. However, 3-D Li-
DAR data compression is still challenging due to its sparsity,
irregularity, disorder, and rotation invariance. Therefore, fur-
ther exploration is essential for the application of autonomous
driving.
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In addition, to realize L4 unmanned driving [8] in the actual
environment, it is necessary to build a LiDAR point cloud
map covering the street in advance as the prior information of
position and navigation. However, in the simultaneous location
and mapping, it is well known that so-called damage points are
the relevant data associated with movable objects [3], [9] (e.g.,
pedestrians and vehicles). Since these damaged points provide
“noise” information in localization [10], these data points should
be removed in the coding stage to improve the accuracy of
mapping and positioning. Unfortunately, this problem has not
been well investigated in existing LiDAR data compression
algorithms.

To perceive the surrounding environment under different
lighting conditions (daytime or nighttime) or different weather
conditions (foggy, snowy, windy, or rainy), LiDAR sensors
are almost indispensable for autonomous robots. However, the
transmission and storage of massive point clouds are highly
time-consuming and resource-consuming. Meanwhile, exist-
ing LiDAR data processing mainly treats compression as a
rate-distortion optimization problem, and seldom considers the
semantic features of LiDAR point clouds. To tackle the above
issues, in this article, we introduce a task-driven Scene-Aware
LiDAR Point Clouds Coding (SA-LPCC) framework for au-
tonomous vehicles. The main contributions are as follows:

1) We develop a multimodal fusion-based LiDAR point
cloud semantic segmentation network to identify moving
objects (e.g., pedestrians and vehicles), which paves the
way for further scene-aware LiDAR coding.

2) We propose a new hybrid LiDAR data encoding frame-
work. Specifically, we explore a plane-fitting-based
method to predict the ground, and investigate a deep
network model to reconstruct the spatial structure of point
clouds to largely remove spatial–temporal redundancy.

3) To our knowledge, this is a pioneer task-driven scene-
aware method for LiDAR point clouds. Experimental re-
sults on the benchmark dataset demonstrate the superior-
ity of our SA-LPCC in maintaining the high compression
quality as well as the low storage space.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly review some relevant studies on LiDAR point clouds
segmentation and compression. In Section III, we provide an
overview of our SA-LPCC method. In Sections IV and V, we
present the task-driven LiDAR point cloud semantic segmenta-
tion and our hybrid encoding network, respectively. We present
the experimental results in Section VI. Finally, Section VII
concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK

Considering the topic of this article, we briefly review the
relevant LiDAR point cloud semantic segmentation and coding
methods in this section.

A. Semantic Segmentation on Point Clouds

1) Projection- and Voxel-Based Methods: To leverage the
success of CNN, 3-D point clouds have been transformed into
2-D images to address the task of segmentation [11], [12],

[13], [14], [15], [16]. For example, Wu et al. [11] utilized
SqueezeNet to realize point cloud segmentation and employed
a conditional random field to refine the related label map. By
improving the model structure, training loss, and input chan-
nel, they further developed a new model SqueezeSegV3 [13],
which was more robust to dropout noises in LiDAR point
clouds. RangeNet++ [14] employed a range image as an in-
termediate representation to train a deep-learned segmenta-
tion model for point cloud data. PolarNet [16] projected point
clouds into a bird-eye view image and converted the quan-
tized points into a polar coordinate for semantic segmenta-
tion. FPS-Net [15] adopted an encoder–decoder structure to
explore the uniqueness and discrepancy between 2-D projected
representations.

Currently, most existing methods have been developed for
dense 3-D point clouds, but they rarely consider the distinct
characteristics of LiDAR data due to its sparsity, irregularity,
and scan manner. This is one of the fundamental motivations
to explore a special semantic segmentation scheme for LiDAR
point clouds by considering both 3-D features and 2-D multi-
modal features.

2) Point-Based Schemes: Some point-based segmentation
networks have been explored to directly segment original 3-D
point clouds [17], [18], [19]. One pioneering effort PointNet [17]
extracted point-by-point features from unordered point cloud
data via a shared multilayer perception (MLP). Considering
that PointNet was inadequate to extract local features of point
clouds, Zhao et al. [18] introduced an attention mechanism to
capture more local information. Furthermore, RandLA-Net [19]
has been developed to utilize a local feature aggregation module
to directly forecast per-point semantics for large-scale point
clouds by random sampling.

Although existing point-based segmentation methods have
achieved promising results, how to effectively segment large-
scale LiDAR point clouds still requires more efforts.

B. LiDAR Point Clouds Coding

1) Tree-Based Coding Methods: Tree structure is one of the
main data representations for existing point cloud compression
algorithms. Many methods store point cloud data in an Octree
and perform entropy encoding [20], [21], [22]. Queiroz et al. [20]
proposed a context-driven algorithm based on the Octree struc-
ture. Instead of encoding a tree node with 1 b, the probability
of each tree node was derived based on the distance between
actual and reference voxels. Krivokuca et al. [21] introduced a
volumetric-based approach for point clouds compression, which
interpolated geometric and attribute values in encoding point
data. Recently, Google’s open-source project Draco [22] used
a k-d tree to perform the point compression.

The advantage of the Octree structure is its low encoding
complexity. However, there is a lot of redundant information
hidden in the repeated local structure, plane, or object with a
strong shape prior, which still leaves room to explore advanced
techniques to remove the relevant redundancy. It directly inspires
this work to introduce semantic segmentation to improve the
compression efficiency of LiDAR point data.
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of the proposed task-driven SA-LPCC framework for autonomous vehicles. To eliminate the influence of movable objects, we
develop a multimodal-based semantic segmentation scheme for LiDAR data. To reduce storage space and transmission bandwidth, we develop
a plane-fitting-based method to remove spatial redundancy and investigate an unsupervised interframe network to remove temporal redundancy.
Finally, we evaluate our SA-LPCC performance on some downstream tasks.

2) Hybrid Coding Schemes: Since the geometry of LiDAR
scanning can be represented in a panoramic image, some studies
have investigated the use of hybrid image coding techniques
to reduce data redundancy in LiDAR data [7], [23], [24]. By
converting 3-D point cloud data into a 2-D range image domain,
Tu et al. [23] used the traditional image compression algorithm to
encode the range values. Due to the regular geometric structure
in point clouds, a clustering-based method has been utilized
to remove the spatial redundancy of LiDAR data [7]. Feng
et al. [24] developed a real-time spatiotemporal coding scheme
for LiDAR point data. For intraframe coding, they utilized an
iterative plane fitting to remove the spatial redundancy while for
interframe coding, the point cloud registration technique was
used to remove the temporal redundancy.

The main challenge for hybrid LiDAR data coding methods
lies in rarely considering the 3-D characteristics of point clouds.
For example, pedestrian and vehicle points are regarded as noise
data. If these movable points are removed before encoding, the
compression efficiency will be greatly improved.

III. OVERALL OF THE TASK-DRIVEN SCENE-AWARE CODEC

ARCHITECTURE

There are two popular solutions for autonomous driving [25],
including “drive in sensor” and “drive in map.” For “drive in
sensor,” autonomous vehicles make decisions and path planning
based on LiDAR sensors, which initially know nothing about
their surrounding environments. However, for “drive in map,”
the surrounding environment information will be built as a
priori high-precision navigation map in advance. A vehicle is
positioned and navigated based on real-time sensor data and
prestored high-precision maps. In general, the “drive in map”
scheme is adopted by most manufacturers, which provides more
stable performance and easier-to-manage landings. Therefore,
LiDAR data processing is a key module for autonomous driving.

Obstacle points, like pedestrians and vehicles, will degrade
the processing of LiDAR point cloud maps. As they are re-
movable, we can build a clean LiDAR map, which is utilized
for position and navigation. Usually, since these points bring
“noise” information during the mapping process, it is favorable
to remove them in the encoding stage, saving the bit budget for

Algorithm 1: Multidimensional Feature-Fusion-Based Li-
DAR Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation.

Input:
Input point cloud I .
Output:
Segmentation results P .

1: Convert point cloud I to 2-D matrices, namely Mdep,
Mcoor, and Mint.

2: Extract the 2-D features in (2)–(4), namely Tdep,
Tcoor, Tint.

3: Extract the 3-D features in (7), namely IL
Dec.

4: Fuse 2-D and 3-D features in (9), namely Ffusion.
5: Calculate the segmentation results Iseg by an improved

SegNet.

transmission and improving the localization and path planning
performance in downstream tasks.

To address these issues, we design a task-driven scene-aware
LiDAR data processing framework for autonomous vehicles.
The pipeline of our SA-LPCC is illustrated in Fig. 1, and mainly
consists of three modules: 1) obstacle segmentation, 2) LiDAR
point cloud codec, and 3) downstream tasks.

In SA-LPCC, a multidimensional feature-fusion-based Li-
DAR data segmentation network is explored, assigning the
semantic label to each point. Pedestrian and vehicle points will
be classified as obstacles, and a hybrid encoding framework
is developed for LiDAR point clouds. The bitstream will be
transmitted to an online cloud or stored on a server. In down-
stream tasks, a point cloud map will be reconstructed based on
the decoded point clouds.

IV. MULTIMODAL FUSION-BASED LIDAR DATA SEMANTIC

SEGMENTATION

In this section, we present the details of the proposed multi-
modal fusion-based LiDAR point cloud segmentation network.
First, a point cloud conversion is performed to obtain a 2-D
matrix representation. Then, the 2-D matrix and 3-D point clouds
are jointly fed into two channels to extract the related 2-D and 3-
D feature representations, respectively. Finally, the multimodal
features are fused to perform the semantic segmentation.
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Fig. 2. Illustrations of a typical LiDAR sensor and the associated coor-
dinate transformation.

A. Multimodal 2-D Feature Extractor

1) Conversion to 2-D Representation: For each scan of Li-
DAR point cloud Ii ⊂ RNi×4, it has four attributes, including
x, y, z, and intensity. Considering that LiDAR sensors acquire
point data in an orderly manner, the resulted point clouds are
converted from R3 to R2 in SA-LPCC. LiDAR data from the
semantic KITTI dataset are utilized to verify our framework,
which uses 64 channels, with a vertical field of view of 26.9◦ and
a horizontal field of view of 360◦. Let (x, y, z) be the coordinate
in a frame of point clouds captured by Velodyne sensors, as
shown in Fig. 2. Considering that point clouds are ordered, they
can be converted to a 2-D matrix M(θ, φ), and defined by

M

(
θ
φ

)
=

(
1
2 (1 − arctan(y, x)π−1)Θ

(1 − (arcsin(zr−1 + fup))f
−1)Φ

)
(1)

where (θ, φ) denotes the coordinate of a 2-D matrix, (Θ,Φ) de-
notes the height and width of M , and r = ||px,y,z||2 represents
the distance between each pointpx,y,z and the coordinate origin.
fup and fdown denote the up bound and the low bound of vertical
field-of-view f of the Velodyne sensor. In the experiments, the
vertical angle between every two lines is fixed (e.g., 26.9◦/64
beams = 0.42◦) in each frame. In the horizontal direction, each
point is also uniformly sampled, and the horizontal angle (e.g.,
360◦/2000 pixels = 0.18◦) is treated as a priori information.

2) Multimodal 2-D Feature Fusion: For each point px,y,z ,
we utilize its (x, y, z) coordinate, range r, and intensity to
store them in a 2-D matrix form, creating Θ× Φ× 5 tensors:
{Mdep,Mcoor,Mint}. We develop a multikernel residual block
(MKRB) to extract the 2-D feature representation from these
tensors independently.

In MKRB, an input tensor is first fed to a parallel 1×1,
3×3, 5×5, and 7×7 convolution kernel to obtain four different
multireceptive features. Unlike the conventional digital images,
the projection matrix of point clouds usually contains many
blank pixels due to the lack of reflection information. Larger
receptive fields can capture more reflection information to avoid
insufficient learning. Considering that small object features are
likely to be lost in deeper layers, we use dense local layers in
the rest of MKRB to learn hierarchical features.

Specifically, it includes a plurality of convolution layers with
the batch norm and activation layers. Then, the output of each
layer connects the previous output features before forwarding

to the next layer to form a dense representation. This structure
adaptively captures and memorizes the information from the
previous to current local features. The output of the last convo-
lution layer adds the input of MKRB to generate another layered
feature. Thus, these tensors Tdep, Tcoor, and Tint are expressed
by

Tdep = Fmkrb(Mdep(u, v)) (2)

Tcoor = Fmkrb(Mcoor(u, v)) (3)

Tint = Fmkrb(Mint(u, v)) (4)

where Mdep(u, v), Mcoo(u, v), and Mint(u, v) represent three
2-D matrices converted from a depth map, coordinates, and
intensity, respectively. Fmkrb denotes the operation of an MRRB
module.

B. 3-D LiDAR Feature Extractor

As a pioneer work, the PointNet-based network [17] has
achieved remarkable performance in point cloud recognition and
segmentation. Based on it, a 3-D LiDAR feature extractor mod-
ule is further developed, which mainly consists of a downsam-
pling module and an upsampling module. The downsampling
module contains the fastest points sampling (FPS) layer, the
nearest grouping (NG) layer, a 1-D convolutional blocks group,
and a 1-D max-pooling layer. Therefore, an encoding process
IL
Enc(·) can be expressed by

IL
Enc = PL

Enc

(
· · · P l

Enc

(
P l−1
Enc

(
· · · P1

Enc(I)
)))

(5)

where the encoding module P l
Enc(·) is computed by

P l
Enc = Max{ReLu(Conv(W l

Enc,Down(Il−1
Enc)))} (6)

where Conv(·) represents the convolution layer, ReLu(·) rep-
resents the rectifying linear nonlinearity (ReLU) layer, W l

Enc

denotes the trained weights, and Down(·) denotes the down-
sampling layer.

The upsampling block consists of a three interpolation layer
and a 1-D convolutional blocks group. The decoding process
IL
Dec(·) can be expressed by

IL
Dec = PL

Dec(· · · P l
Dec(P l−1

Dec(· · · P1
Dec(IL

Enc)))). (7)

P l
Dec(·) represents a decoding module, which is computed by

P l
Dec = ReLu(Conv(W l

Dec, Up{Il−1
Dec, IL−l+1

Enc })), (8)

where Up(·) represents the upsampling layer.
As the number of points increases in the 64-line LiDAR

sensor, we choose a larger downsampling ratio in the first
downsampling block to reduce the model size. It is noted that
the distribution of point clouds is similar when performing the
downsampling operation. For instance, 4-thousand points can
still retain the valid 3-D features as 180-thousand points.

1) Multimodal 2-D Feature Fusion: Ffusion takes the fused
2-D and 3-D features as inputs and delivers a segmentation
result. We adopt three 2-D convolutional blocks as a 2-D feature
extractor, and the kernel size of all convolutional blocks is 1×1

Ffusion = Max{ReLu(Conv(W l
Enc, Tconcat))} (9)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of LiDAR data segmentation network based on multimodal fusion, including a multimodal 2-D feature extractor (Tdep, Tcoor,
and Tint), a 3-D LiDAR feature extractor (T3D), and a LiDAR semantic segmentation module (Tconcat = {T3D, Tdep, Tcoor, Tint}). The MKRB is
computed by (2)–(4), the fusion module is computed by (9), and the multikernel feature module is described in Section III-C.

where Tconcat is computed by concatenating the feature maps
IL
Dec, Tdep, Tcoor, and Tint.

C. LiDAR Semantic Segmentation

Inspired by the super capability of CNN in feature extraction,
we adopt an improved SegNet [26] to extract 2-D features and
obtain the segmentation result Iseg. Specifically, each encoder
in the network is convolved with a multi-kernel filter (MKF)
to generate a set of feature maps. In MKF, input tensors are
fed to a parallel 1×1 kernel and a 3×3 convolution kernel to
obtain multi-receptive features. It is then batch normalized and
fed into a ReLU layer. Each encoder layer has a corresponding
decoder layer, and the decoder output is a pixelwise 2-D feature.
A skip connection is added between each encoder and decoder
layer, through which shallow convolutional layer features can
be introduced. In the last layer, the 1 × 1 convolutional kernel
is utilized to obtain the pixelwise segmentation result Iseg.
The architecture of our multimodal fusion-based LiDAR data
segmentation network is illustrated in Fig. 3.

V. PROPOSED HYBRID CODING OF LIDAR POINT CLOUDS

After performing the proposed multimodal fusion-based
segmentation, LiDAR point data can be expressed as a
combination of several independent disjoint regions Iseg =
{Imovable, Iground, Iother}. As a result, pedestrian and vehicle
points, denoted by Imovable, can be separated. For ground points
Iground, we use a plane fitting to establish an ideal plane and
encode the residuals between the real plane and the ideal plane
to remove the spatial redundancy. For the other points Iother, we
design a prediction network to remove the temporal redundancy
between the current point clouds and the previously decoded
ones. The architecture of our hybrid LiDAR coding framework
is illustrated in Fig. 4.

A. Surface Fitting for the Ground Points

1) Plane Model: In this section, we assume that LiDAR point
data is collected in structured scenes (e.g., campus, city, road,
residential, etc.) of automatic driving, and the ground points can
be fitted by a plane model. Let p̂x,y,z denote a point on a fitted
plane, and let nx,y,z represent a unit vector of the fitted plane.

Fig. 4. Overview of the proposed hybrid coding framework for LiDAR
point clouds. Based on the proposed segmentation results, point cloud
data are divided into three parts: 1) ground points Iground, 2) movable
points (pedestrians and vehicles) Imovable, and 3) other points Iother.
The LiDAR data are a combination of these three disjoint sets I =
Imovable ∪ Iground ∪ Iother. Imovable will be discarded before compres-
sion, Iground is encoded by a plane fitting method, and Iother is encoded
by a prediction-based coding network. The residual data Rground and
Rother will be encoded by a lossless coding scheme.

Then, the objective function of this fitted plane can be expressed
by

J (p̂x,y,z,nx,y,z) =
∑
x,y,z

[nx,y,z · (p̂x,y,z − px,y,z)]
2 (10)

where the distance from a point to the fitted plane is calculated
by nx,y,z · (p̂x,y,z − px,y,z).

We use the Levenberg–Marquardt [27] algorithm to find
surface parameters and select the best fitted plane for each
region. In the global coordinate system, the fitted point cloud can
be calculated from the surface equation, LiDAR sensor center
coordinates, and LiDAR parameters. The difference between the
actual ground points Iground and the fitted point clouds Îground
is computed as the residual data Rground, with which the spatial
redundancy can be removed by

Rground = Iground − Îground. (11)

B. End-to-End Prediction Network

Usually, in real scenes, consecutive point cloud frames share a
large number of overlapping regions, and the idea of the predic-
tion network is to explore the temporal redundancies. Given an
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the proposed unsupervised prediction network for
LiDAR data. It consists of several stacked ST-LSTM modules and GHU
modules. GHU is utilized to prevent the vanishing of long-term gradients.
According to the decoded frames It0 , . . ., ItT , this prediction network
forecasts the future frame ItT+1 .

encoded frame It of 3-D point clouds, an interprediction module
aims to generate a future point cloud frame at the time t+ 1. The
difference between the real frame and the predicted frame will
be encoded for the entropy coding.

1) Prediction Module: The proposed prediction module is
illustrated in Fig. 5, which consists of a series of enhanced
LSTM modules represented by ST-LSTM [28]. ST-LSTM is
constructed by connecting temporal and spatial memories in
a cascade manner through a gated structure. By adding more
nonlinear layers in periodic transitions and increasing the depth
of a network from one state to another, ST-LSTM has a stronger
feature extraction ability than LSTM in representing temporal
information. The lth ST-LSTM module can be expressed by

Sl
t = f ∗

t � tanh(W3 ∗ Sl−1
t ) + i∗t � o∗t (12)

T l
t = ft � T l

t−1 + it � ot (13)

Dl
t = o∗∗t � tanh(W5 ∗ [T l

t ,Sl
t]) (14)

where ∗, �, and σ represent the convolution, elementwise mul-
tiplication, and elementwise Sigmoid function, respectively. W3

and W5 denote the trained weights of 1×1 convolution filters.
The dual-storage state jointly determines the final output.

Due to the fact that the recursion depth increases significantly
along the spatial–temporal transition path, the cascade memory
outperforms the simple concatenated structure of LSTMs. Each
pixel in the resulting frame will have a larger input receptive
field at each time step, which provides the prediction model
with better short-term dynamics and abrupt changes.

In addition to short-term dynamic changes, ST-LSTM has
long suffered from the gradient back-propagation. In particular,
the temporal memory may forget the occurrence of outdated
frames due to long transitions. Such a loop architecture remains
unresolved, especially for the periodic motion or frequent oc-
clusion. We need an information highway to learn the frame
skip relationship. A gradient highway unit (GHU) is utilized to
prevent the rapid disappearance of long-term gradients. The kth

GHU module is defined by

Qk
t = σ(Wsd ∗ Dk

t +Wsh ∗ Hk
t−1) (15)

Pk
t = tanh(Wpd ∗ Dk

t +Wph ∗ Hk
t−1) (16)

Hk
t = Pt �Qt + (1 −Qt)�Hk

t−1 (17)

where Wsd,sh,pd,ph denote the convolutional filters, Pt denotes
a switch gate that can learn the transformation between Dk

t and
the hidden state Hk

t−1, and Hk
t represents the input for the next

layer.
2) Loss Function: The proposed prediction module is repre-

sented by Fp(Iother(t=0...T ),ϑ). In other words

Îother(T+1)
= Fp(Iother(t=0,...,T );ϑ) (18)

where Îother(T+1)
denotes a predicted point cloud frame at t =

T + 1, and ϑ denotes the relevant learned parameters.
The difference between the original frame Iother(T+1)

and

the predicted frame Îother(T+1)
is used to calculate the residual

Rother(T+1)

Rother(T+1)
= Iother(T+1)

− Îother(T+1)

= Iother(T+1)
−Fp(Iother(t=0,...,T );ϑ)

. (19)

Finally, we adopt the L1-norm and L2-norm loss to train the
prediction model Fp

L =
∥∥∥Rother(T+1)

∥∥∥
1
+
∥∥∥Rother(T+1)

∥∥∥
2
. (20)

At the stage of testing, the residual data will be encoded by a
lossless coding scheme.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we verify the performance of the proposed
segmentation and hybrid coding schemes on two large-scale
public datasets, including SemanticKITTI [29] and KITTI [30].

A. Datasets

1) SemanticKITTI: SemanticKITTI is a large-scale seman-
tic segmentation dataset consisting of 21 sequences, including
43552 LiDAR scans. The point cloud sequences 00th to 05th
and 07th to 10th are utilized for training, the sequence 06th for
validating, and the sequence 11th to 21st (20 351 scans) for
testing.

2) KITTI: To demonstrate the proposed framework, we also
evaluate the compression performance of SA-LPCC on the
KITTI dataset, which is the largest public LiDAR point cloud
dataset in the world. The KITTI dataset has been used to eval-
uate a stereo image, optical flow, visual odometry, 3-D object
detection, and 3-D tracking, which helps us evaluate the perfor-
mance of downstream tasks. The original datasets are classified
as “road,” “city,” “residential,” and “campus.” We verify the
performance of SA-LPCC for these four scenarios.
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Fig. 6. Architecture for the proposed PC-HEVC method. The input
LiDAR data is first converted to a 2-D matrix, quantized to 8 b, and
encoded by the HEVC standard method. The coding error is calculated,
and this encoding procedure is repeated until the reconstruction accu-
racy is met.

B. Experimental Details

1) Point Cloud Segmentation Baselines: We compare our
segmentation network with some representative methods,
including SqueezeSeg [11], SqueezeSegV2 [12], Squeeze-
SegV3 [13], RangeNet++ [14], FPS-Net [15], PolarNet [16],
and RandLA-Net [19].

2) Point Cloud Coding Baselines: The point cloud compres-
sion experiments include seven latest baselines, such as Google
Draco, MPEG TMC13, and tree-based point cloud compression
algorithms. Image and video codec-based approaches are most
effective at compressing the depth and LiDAR data. We also
build two baselines, termed 1) PC-PNG and 2) PC-HEVC,
to compress the LiDAR point clouds based on the PNG and
high efficiency video coding (HEVC) standards, respectively.
Considering that HEVC cannot directly compress a 16-b depth
map [32], we propose a two-way compression: first quantizing
it into 8-b image compression, and then encoding the residual
data, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

3) Implementation Details: We use TensorFlow 1.13.1,
CUDA10.0, and CUDNN7.4 to implement our network. The
proposed deep networks have been trained and validated on
a server equipped with an NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPU. The
AdmaOptimizer [33] is used as our optimization solver with
a learning rate of η = 5E − 4, β = 0.99, and β1 = 0.9. Our
model is trained over 40 000 epochs with the batch size of 8
constrained by our GPU memory.

C. Evaluation Metrics

1) Evaluation Metrics for Point Cloud Segmentation: The
segmentation performance is measured in terms of Intersection
over Union (IoU) and mean IoU (mIoU). IoU is calculated based
on the area overlap between the prediction mask Pc and the
ground-truth mask Gc. IoU is defined by

IoUc =
Pc ∩Gc

Pc ∪Gc
(21)

where the subscript c denotes a segmentation class.
In addition, mIoU denotes the average of IoU over all N

classes, and is defined by

mIoU =
1
N

N∑
c=1

IoUc. (22)

2) Evaluation Metrics for Point Cloud Compression: The
quality of LiDAR data coding is a tradeoff between compression
ratio and reconstruction quality. To assess the performance,
we consider the calculation of the compression rate (CR), the
average bits per point (BPP), and the symmetric point cloud
distance (Dd). CR is obtained by calculating the ratio between
the size of the compressed data and that of the original one. The
lower the value is, the better the performance. CR is defined by

CR =
Compressedsize

Originalsize
× 100%, (23)

where CR denotes the compression rate. Originalsize and
Compressedsize represent the size of the point cloud data before
and after compression, respectively.

Let Dd represent the distance between a raw point cloud Iinput

and the related reconstructed one Idecode, which is defined by

Dd(Iinput, Idecode) =
Dd(Iinput, Idecode)

2
+

Dd(Idecode, Iinput)

2
.

(24)
Dd(Ii, Ij) denotes the average distance between point Ii and
point Ij , which is defined by

Dd(Ii, Ij) =
1

‖Ii‖
∑

p
i
∈Ii

min
p

j
∈Ij

∥∥p
i
− p

j

∥∥2
2 (25)

where ‖Ii‖ denotes the total number of point in Ii.
The metric in (24) is sensitive to false positives (e.g., re-

building points in unoccupied areas) and false negatives (e.g.,
excluding occupied areas). For each point in Ii, we take the
distance to the nearest point in Ij , and vice versa. The Euclidean
distance is efficiently computed via a k-d tree in the L2 norm.

D. Segmentation Performance

1) Quantitative Results: On the SemanticKITTI benchmark
dataset, we have compared our method with representative
projection-based segmentation methods. The experimental re-
sults are provided in Table I. It can be seen that the classic
projection-based methods, including SqueezeSeg and Squeeze-
SegV2, have achieved high computational efficiency, but they
have greatly sacrificed segmentation accuracy. In contrast, the
latest RangeNet++, PolarNet, and SqueezeSegV3 have achieved
higher accuracy at the cost of high computational complexity.
As a comparison, our method achieves the best segmentation
accuracy, outperforming RandLA-Net (+7.35%) and Squeeze-
SegV3(+5.36%). The main reasons can be that it not only uses
the spatial structure features of 3-D point clouds, but also uti-
lizes 2-D texture features, thereby improving the segmentation
accuracy of objects, such as trucks, motorcycles, bicyclists, and
motorbicyclists.

2) Qualitative Results: The segmentation results of several
LiDAR data samples are illustrated in Fig. 7. Specifically,
Fig. 7(c) and (f) shows the segmentation results of two point
clouds from the semanticKITTI dataset. Fig. 7(b) and (e) shows
the corresponding ground-truths. As seen, the segmentation
network can correctly identify most points, especially for roads,
sidewalks, cars, and other categories. On the other hand, segmen-
tation errors are prone to occur near object transition regions,
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TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF EIGHT DIFFERENT APPROACHES ON THE SEMANTICKITTI DATASET

Fig. 7. Qualitative segmentation results, where pink denotes ground points, blue denotes movable points, and black denotes other points. (a) Input
point clouds #5(27). (b) Ground truth #5(27). (c) Segmentation result #5(27). (d) Input point clouds #7(0). (e) Ground truth #7(0). (f) Segmentation
result #7(0). (g) Input point clouds #13(9). (h) Segmentation results #13(9) (Best viewed by zoom-in).

Fig. 8. Compression ratio with lossless coding schemes. (a) Sequence
#11. (b) Sequence #12. (c) Sequence #13. (d) Sequence #14 (Best
viewed by zoom-in).

making point cloud segmentation a more challenging task. Note
that an accurate semantic segmentation can improve the perfor-
mance of the subsequent compression.

E. Compression Performance

1) Compression With Lossless Coding Schemes: To find
the most efficient coding method for the residual data, several
lossless coding schemes are utilized to encode residual data,
including Zstandard, LZ4, BZip2, Brotli, LZMA2, Lizard, LZ5,
Deflate64, and PPMd. For comparison, we also directly com-
press the LiDAR data using these lossless compression schemes.
Experimental results are provided in Fig. 8.

TABLE II
COMPRESSION RATIO RESULTS BETWEEN SA-LPCC AND OCTREE

It can be observed that our method achieves a lower compres-
sion ratio compared with the other methods, which proves that
SA-LPCC efficiently reduces the redundancy of LiDAR data.
Meanwhile, the best coding performance is obtained when using
PPMd. In the subsequent experiments, we choose the PPMd
scheme as a representative of the lossless compression.

2) Comparison With Octree-Based Method: Table II pro-
vides the compression results of our SA-LPCC compared with
the Octree method [37]. We have encoded the 10th to 99th frames
of each sequence and calculated the compression ratio based
on the averaged results. In the experiments, the input data of
Octree are the same as that of SA-LPCC. In general, the smaller
the compression ratio, the smaller the space required for data
storage and the better the coding performance. The encoding
accuracy of Octree is set to 1 mm3, 5 mm3, and 1 cm3. The
quantization accuracy is 1-mm, 5-mm, and 5-cm, respectively.
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Fig. 9. Distance-bpp curves of our method in comparison with PNG, HEVC [34], Google Draco [22], MPEG TMC13 [35], Feng’s method [24], and
Sun’s method [36]. (a) Sequence #11. (b) Sequence #12. (c) Sequence #13. (d) Sequence #14. (e) Sequence #15. (f) Sequence #16 (Best viewed
by zoom-in).

TABLE III
AVERAGE COMPLEXITY COMPARISONS OF SA-LPCC VERSUS OCTREE, GOOGLE DRACO, MPEG TMC13, FENG’S METHOD, AND SUN’S METHOD(S)

As seen, compared with Octree, the proposed SA-LPCC obtains
a smaller compression ratio.

3) Rate-Distortion Curves: Fig. 9 illustrates the rate-
distortion curves of our SA-LPCC in comparison with Google
Draco [22], MPEG TMC13 [35], Video-based method [34],
Image-based methods (PNG and HEVC), Feng’s method [24],
and Sun’s method [36]. Dd − bpp curves reflect the relationship
between distortion and compression ratio. Smaller bpp and Dd

mean better coding performance, because it can achieve lower
distortion with smaller bandwidth. As seen, the proposed method
yields better performance among these methods. Noted that
Google Draco and MPEG TMC13 are not specifically designed
for LiDAR data, so they cannot effectively remove redundancy.
Our SA-LPCC removes the spatial redundancy of LiDAR data
by plane fitting and removes the temporal redundancy by a deep
prediction network. It not only considers the spatial structure
characteristics of LiDAR data but also utilizes data-driven tech-
nology. Compared with PC-PNG, PC-HEVC-Intra, and PC-
HEVC-Inter, the proposed SA-LPCC achieves smaller distortion
results at the same bpp.

4) Computational Complexity: Table III provides the average
encoding and decoding time of the proposed method com-
pared with Octree, Google Draco, MPEG TMC13, PC-PNG,
PC-HEVC-Intra, PC-HEVC-Inter, Feng’s method, and Sun’s

TABLE IV
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE ENTIRE PIPELINE(S)

method. It can be seen that Octree, Google Draco, and Feng’s
scheme have lower complexity, but they also show lower com-
pression performance. PC-HEVC-Inter has a higher data com-
pression ratio but higher complexity. In contrast, our SA-LPCC
has a higher data compression ratio and lower complexity than
PC-HEVC-Inter.

Taking the preprocessing process into account, the computa-
tional complexity of our entire pipeline is provided in Table IV.
The time cost spent on the preprocessing module and the en-
coder module is 1.574 s/frame and 1.715 s/frame, respectively.
Experimental results show that future studies need to focus on
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TABLE V
REGISTRATION ERROR UNDER DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

Fig. 10. Mapping results on the KITTI dataset. (a) Using the original
point clouds. (b) Using the decoded point clouds with SA-LPCC. As
seen, there are vehicles in the point cloud map built using raw point
clouds, which may have confrontational impacts when used for local-
ization or navigation. Using our SA-LPCC, the “noise” information is
effectively removed, and a clean map is obtained.

further optimizing coding algorithms to reduce the computa-
tional complexity.

F. Performance on Downstream Tasks

1) Localization Performance: To further evaluate the posi-
tioning performance, the matching accuracy metric of a model
is defined [38]. For example, the point cloud rotation error θie
is formulated as follows:

θie = cos−1

(
trace(RiR

−1
iGT )− 1

2

)
180
π

(26)

where RiGT represents a ground-truth rotation, and Ri rep-
resents a rotation calculated at each time. The point cloud
translation error tie is defined as follows:

tie =
||ti − tiGT ||

dres
(27)

where tiGT represents a ground-truth translation, and ti repre-
sents a calculated translation at each time. dres represents the
resolution, which normalizes the difference between translation
vectors and is scale-independent.

We randomly select 6 frames from sequence #20 to test the
registration performance using the iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm [38]. Sequence 20 is collected in a dynamic scene
fulling of moving vehicles. The number of iterations and dres is
set to 200 and 1, respectively. It can be observed from Table V
that our SA-LPCC has a smaller matching error after removing
the dynamic objects (denoted by “w/o”), where CR = 1

29 .
2) Mapping Performance: Fig. 10 shows the construction

results of LiDAR data, including our SA-LPCC decoded point
clouds and the original point clouds. The decoded LiDAR map
will serve as a prior for autonomous driving, which needs a clean

map (e.g., no pedestrians and no vehicles). The main reason
is that these objects will reduce the positioning accuracy and
affect the path planning, and these points will be treated as
obstacles. It can be observed that there are vehicles built with
the raw point clouds. In contrast, our SA-LPCC method can
effectively address this problem and obtain clean maps that the
way for the subsequent localization and navigation. In summary,
the proposed SA-LPCC considers the specific task requirements
of unmanned driving and removes the obstacle points from the
source, which can significantly save the bandwidth and storage
space.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we introduce a task-driven scene-aware LiDAR
point cloud framework for autonomous driving. To be more
specific, we develop a multimodal-based semantic segmentation
scheme to eliminate the influence of movable objects in LiDAR
data. Considering the spatial structure features of LiDAR data,
we develop a plane-fitting-based method to remove the spa-
tial redundancy. Based on the characteristics of the structural
similarities between adjacent point clouds, we investigate a
prediction-based end-to-end unsupervised interframe compres-
sion network. Experimental results show that our SA-LPCC
method can compress a LiDAR map to nearly 1/30 of its original
size with the millimeter-level accuracy, paving the way for the
subsequent localization and navigation applications.

In addition, our SA-LPCC is an early LiDAR-coding-based
scene-aware scheme for autonomous driving. There are some
potentially important issues that need to be addressed in the
future. First, to reduce the computational complexity of SA-
LPCC, we plan to further investigate some specific optimization
approaches for deep models, including knowledge distillation,
weight quantization, pruning, and network structure optimiza-
tion. Second, due to the fact that there are holes after removing
the relevant objects, follow-up research will focus on finding a
balance between repairing accuracy [39], [40] and compression
efficiency. Third, brushes and tree leaves may also introduce
noise to the LiDAR point data registration in some cases, which
has little impact on the safety of autonomous driving. Since
brushes and leaves do not have fixed shapes, some effective
segmentation investigations can be explored to filter them out,
which will further improve compression efficiency.
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